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A Tenure and Promotion portal is available on
MyMRU under “Faculty” tab
Includes links to:
◦
◦
◦
◦



Approved T&P Criteria
Current T&P Handbook
Forms
Collective Agreement (Article 10)

MRU has an online dossier format.
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The contents of and format for the tenure dossier are
available in the current Tenure and Promotion
Handbook
◦ Specifies forms, dossier format, SPOTs/peer evaluation
requirements





The responsibility for maintaining a cumulative tenure
dossier rests with the employee
Each year the employee shall assemble an updated
tenure dossier containing evidence of achievements in
teaching, service and, where applicable, scholarship
◦ TC and Dean evaluation reports also accumulate
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You, the candidate

◦ Annually, compiles evidence via a cumulative dossier
◦ At the end, applies



Your department (“academic unit”) TC
(Tenure Committee)

◦ Conducts annual and mid-term evaluations
◦ Produces a summative recommendation, at the end



Your Dean

◦ Conducts a mid-term evaluation
◦ Produces a summative recommendation, at the end



The UTPC (University Tenure and Promotion
Committee)
◦ Produces the final recommendation, at the end
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Note: annual reports (July 1 – June 30) for all
full-time and limited-term faculty are due the first
Tuesday in September

Candidates must remain in the initial TS/TSS work
pattern throughout the tenurable period
Annual and mid-term evaluations take place in
September-October
◦ Annual evaluations concern overall progress

◦ Mid-term evaluation is a comprehensive review
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The final application process begins on 15 January of
the final probationary year
◦ Application and other procedural details are omitted from
this presentation – see Articles 10.6-10.9
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PRESIDENT

Makes final decision

Subject to appeal and arbitration

UTPC

University
Tenure & Promotion Committee
Recommends to President

Provost (Chair) plus
one elected tenured faculty member
from each Faculty/School, plus
MRFA appointee

DEAN

Recommends to UTPC

TC

Academic Unit
Tenure Committee
Recommends to Dean/UTPC

Either:
All tenured faculty in academic unit
Or
Chair of unit plus several elected
tenured faculty of the unit
(Unit Chair is normally TC Chair)

FACULTY
MEMBER

Applies

Source: Collective Agreement



Years credited

◦ By 15 November of first year, an eligible candidate may apply
for up to two years’ credit

◦ Eliminates year 1 or years 1 & 2 of normal process



One-year extension

◦ Elected by candidate …

 After receipt of mid-term evaluation
 No later than 15 January

◦ … or granted by UTPC
◦ One time only



Leaves and other circumstances may also
extend the process
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Tenure recommendations and decisions shall be made on the basis
of meeting the established standards during the probationary period
and any years credited towards the probationary period and of clear
promise of continuing intellectual and professional development as
demonstrated by the following general criteria:
i.
ii.

iii.





evidence of proficient and scholarly teaching;
evidence of scholarship, where applicable, congruent with the
teaching loads and resources available for scholarship at an
undergraduate university;
evidence of significant contributions in service

Each includes the extent to which the duties have been carried out in
a responsible and professional manner
Exceeding the standards in one category shall not lower the
performance expectations in the other categories
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Teaching: the candidate clearly demonstrates proficient
and scholarly teaching. The criteria include all of the
criteria for “competent teaching”, plus the following:
• the candidate demonstrates currency in his or her discipline(s)
• the candidate engages in teaching and learning professional
development
• the candidate utilizes pedagogical best practices for the discipline
• the candidate aligns teaching philosophy, intended outcomes,
learning activities and assessment strategies
• the candidate engages in systematic reflection on teaching
practices
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Service: the candidate clearly demonstrates
contributions in service. The criteria include all of the
criteria for “collegial participation” (participation in
governance of the academic unit and at the Faculty
Council level), plus the following:
• the candidate has contributed significantly in at least one of:
 service to the academic unit and Faculty
 service to the university
 service to academic fields of study
 service to the broader community, in a faculty memberor discipline-related capacity
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Scholarship (where applicable): the candidate
clearly demonstrates significant results from
scholarship. The criteria are:
• the candidate has established the foundation of an appropriate
program of scholarship, feasible with respect to time and
resources in a Mount Royal context
• the candidate has produced significant results within that
program of scholarship
• the candidate has communicated those results as scholarly
contributions to one or more relevant fields, through
dissemination in appropriate, peer-reviewed venues
• the candidate engages in systematic reflection on scholarly
practices
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Note: there is no promotion step to the rank
of Associate Professor
It is a basic expectation that tenurable
faculty will work towards, eventually attain
and maintain Associate-level performance
See the institutional criteria document for
the specific criteria for each
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Reports are to include supporting rationales for
conclusions
No additional forms added after due dates
Academic freedom
Conflict of interest
Support person
The candidate may attach a final written response
Confidentiality
There are other procedural mechanisms for dealing
with concerns – seek guidance if needed
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